We investigate methods for parameter learning from incomplete data that is not missing at random. Likelihood-based methods then require the optimization of a profile likelihood that takes all possible missingness mechanisms into account. Optimizing this profile likelihood poses two main difficulties: multiple (local) maxima, and its very high-dimensional parameter space. In this paper a new method is presented for optimizing the profile likelihood that addresses the second difficulty: in the proposed AI&M (adjusting imputation and maximization) procedure the optimization is performed by operations in the space of data completions, rather than directly in the parameter space of the profile likelihood. We apply the AI&M method to learning parameters for Bayesian networks. The method is compared against conservative inference, which takes into account each possible data completion, and against EM. The results indicate that likelihoodbased inference is still feasible in the case of unknown missingness mechanisms, and that conservative inference is unnecessarily weak. On the other hand, our results also provide evidence that the EM algorithm is still quite effective when the data is not missing at random.
INTRODUCTION
Most commonly used methods for learning from incomplete data are based on the assumption that values are missing at random (mar [13] ). The concept of multivariate data with missing values has been extended to the more general notion of coarse data [4] . The missing at random assumption here has a counterpart called coarsened at random (car).
Under the mar/car assumptions one can ignore the mechanism that causes complete data cases to become incompletely reported, and statistical inference can be based on the face-value likelihood [2] that measures the probability of an incomplete observation by its marginal probability according to the underlying complete data distribution. Methods like the EM algorithm are usually quite effective for maximizing the face-value likelihood.
Very often, however, mar/car appear to be rather unsafe assumptions for the data coarsening process, and the question arises what statistical inferences are possible without making these assumptions. One can find in the literature two main approaches to this problem. The first approach is to explicitly model the coarsening mechanism by a parametric model for the distribution of incomplete observations given complete underlying data cases. Such parametric models can represent more or less restrictive assumptions on the coarsening mechanism, including completely unrestricted models. This kind of approach has mostly been suggested for low-dimensional problems, e.g. the analysis of relatively small contingency tables, where the parametric model for the coarsening process then consists of only a small number of additional parameters [7, 10] .
The second approach is based on the view that when no assumptions on the coarsening mechanism shall be made, then one should consider all parameter estimates obtained from any possible completion of the data. This will lead to a set estimate for the parameters (typically given in terms of an interval estimate for each parameter), which then may be further refined to a point estimate [8, 9, 11, 1, 15] . This approach, which we call the conservative approach, has been suggested, in particular, for learning parameters in Bayesian networks [12, 1] . In the conservative approach no attempt is made to score the likelihood of different data completions. It is one of the objectives of this paper to argue that this leads to unnecessarily weak inferences, because even when a-priori no assumptions on the data coarsening mechanism are made, the data can still determine that some mechanisms are more likely than others, which then leads to more specific estimates for the complete data parameters.
Our approach, thus, follows the first mentioned line of work, and our goal is to extend this approach to highdimensional models, without requiring the specification of a restricted parametric model for the coarsening mechanism.
While pursuing this goal, one has to be aware of two fundamental limitations that one cannot hope to overcome: first, in most cases the parameters of interest will not be identifiable from incomplete data, i.e. even in the limit of infinite data the likelihood functions that we encounter have multiple global maxima. This problem already exists for inference with the face-value likelihood under the mar/car assumption, but it is exacerbated when no assumption on the coarsening mechanism are made. Second, when no assumptions on the complete data distribution are made, then the data can never refute the mar/car assumption [3] , i.e. based on the data one cannot infer whether the mar/car assumption is reasonable, and thus cannot decide whether methods based on mar/car will be appropriate, or other methods should be applied. This result is summarized as "car is everything" in [3] . However, as pointed out in [5] , this is no longer true when for the complete data distribution a restricted parametric model is assumed. For the highdimensional data we are concerned with, such a parametric model will always be required.
COARSE DATA
Throughout this paper we will use the general coarse data model. This is not so much for the sake of added generality, than for the sake of greater simplicity, both conceptually and notationally. In this section we introduce the basic concepts of coarse data, parametric models for the joint distribution of complete and coarse data, and the two central likelihood functions we need to consider.
The underlying complete data is represented by a random variable X with values in a finite state space W = {x 1 , . . . , x n }. X typically will be a multi-variate random variable, in which case W is the Cartesian product of the state spaces of the components of X. X has a distribution P θ for some θ in a parameter space Θ.
The value of X is observed only incompletely. In the general coarse data model such incomplete observations of X can be given by any subset of the state space W . Formally, these observations are the values of a random variable Y with state space 2 W . We denote 2 W with Y when we want to distinguish it as the sample space of Y . It is assumed that the observations Y always contain the true value of X (i.e. the data is incomplete, not incorrect). The joint distribution of X and Y , then can be parameterized by P θ and parameters
Thus, the parameter space of all possible coarsening mechanisms (for the given state space W ) is
The joint distribution for (X, Y ) given by θ ∈ Θ and λ ∈ Λ sat is denoted P θ,λ . The parameter space Λ sat represents the saturated coarsening model, i.e. the one that does not encode any assumptions on how the data is coarsened.
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For x ∈ W and U = U 1 , . . . , U 4 the λ x,U parameters are given by: Specific assumptions on the coarsening mechanism can be made by delimiting admissible λ-parameters to some subset of Λ sat . The car assumption corresponds to the subset
The coarsening mechanism of Example 2.1 is not car, because for U = U 1 , x = {t, f }, x = {t, t} we have 1 = λ x,U = λ x ,U = 0.5.
A particular coarsening model Λ ⊆ Λ sat induces a likelihood function on the parameter space Θ by maximizing over λ-values. Thus, given a sample
Alternatively, in a fully Bayesian analysis, one can also consider the likelihood on Θ obtained by integrating, rather than maximizing, over Λ. In this paper we will only be concerned with Λ = Λ sat (no assumptions on the coarsening mechanism) and Λ = Λ car (car assumption). We call the resulting profile likelihoods simply profile(sat)-, respectively profile(car)-likelihood, denoted L sat , L car . We also write LL sat and LL car for the corresponding loglikelihoods.
The result that under the car assumption the coarsening mechanism can be ignored derives from the fact that the profile(car)-likelihood factors as
and L FV is the face-value likelihood [2] 
This is essentially Rubin's original result [13] . Since f (U ) does not depend on θ, it establishes that under the car assumption inference can be based on the face-value likelihood (some subtle difficulties arise from the fact that P θ may have a varying sets of support for different θ ∈ Θ; we ignore these issues in this paper, and refer to [5] for a detailed discussion). We conclude this section by re-stating in our framework what is essentially the "car is everything" result of [3] . Theorem 2.2 Let Θ sat be a parameter space that contains for every possible distribution P on W a parameter θ with
An important implication of this theorem is that under the model Θ sat car cannot be tested. The theorem does not hold any longer when for X a restricted parameterization Θ is assumed [5] . Thus, we can say informally: 'car' cannot be tested against 'not car', but 'car and θ ∈ Θ' can (sometimes) be tested against 'not car and θ ∈ Θ'.
OPTIMIZING L sat
Any profile(Λ)-likelihood function can, in principle, be used for any kind of statistical inference relying on a likelihood function, including Bayesian updating of a parameter prior. However, in this paper we shall only be concerned with maximum-likelihood inference, i.e. finding a parameterθ maximizing the profile(Λ)-likelihood. Under the car assumption this reduces to maximizing the face-value likelihood, for which methods like expectation maximization (EM) or multiple imputation (MI) are quite effective methods.
It is known that any profile(Λ)-likelihood can be optimized by interpreting observations of Y as incomplete observations of Z := (X, Y ). Interpreted in this way, the data is car, and one can employ e.g. the EM algorithm to find a maximum likelihood parameter (θ,λ) for Z. Theθ component of this solution then is a maximum of the profile(Λ)-likelihood [6] . However, this method requires an optimization over the parameter space Θ × Λ. For Λ = Λ sat this becomes infeasible very quickly, as the number of parameters in Λ sat is exponential in the size of the state space W . In this section, therefore, we propose a new general method for optimizing L sat , which avoids an explicit optimization over Λ sat . Before introducing the method, we illustrate by our basic example that optimizing L sat can actually lead to the desired results. 
2).
Basically, this is due to the fact that θ 0 is the only parameter in Θ for which there exists λ 0 ∈ Λ sat , such that the resulting distribution P θ0λ0 has the observed empirical marginal on Y.
Conservative inference will in this example lead to the bounds θ A = 0.5, θ B ∈ [0.15, 0.6]. The refinement operations proposed in [12, 1] 
Thus, a likelihood ratio test would indicate that the observed data is not missing at random.
In the preceding example all necessary computations could be carried out explicitly in the parameter space Θ × Λ sat . As noted above, this becomes quickly infeasible as the size of W increases. As the main contribution in this paper, we are now going to develop a general approach for optimizing LL sat that works in the space of data completions, rather than directly in Λ sat . The following definition introduces our concept of data completion, which allows for fractional completions, i.e. the probability mass of one incomplete observation can be distributed over several of its possible completions.
Definition 3.2 Let
then c is called a 1-completion, and we also write shortly c(U i ) = x. We denote with C(U ) the set of all completions of U .
The following theorem provides an alternative representation of the profile(sat)-likelihood in terms of data completions. H(·) here denotes entropy, and CE(·, ·) is crossentropy distance. 
The proof of the theorem is quite straightforward, based on well-known structural properties of cross-entropy.
According to Theorem 3.3, an optimal parameterθ for LL sat is equivalently characterized aŝ
Based on this characterization, we propose a general procedure for optimizing LL sat . The procedure is given in Table 1.
The AI&M procedure bears much resemblance to the EM procedure. In the AI step (for adjusting imputation) a data completion is computed, such that the distribution defined by the completion fits the current estimate P θt as closely as possible. The E step of the EM procedure, on the other hand, corresponds to setting c t (U ) to the expected completion given the current P θt . The M step, then, is the same in both procedures: given the current data completion, θ t+1 t := 0 Choose initial θ 0 ∈ Θ repeat c t := arg min c∈C(U ) CE(P c , P θt ) (AI step) θ t+1 := arg min θ∈Θ CE(P ct , P θ ) (M step) t := t + 1 until <termination condition >. Table 1 : The AI&M procedure is set to the maximum likelihood parameter given the complete data. In the AI&M procedure, this maximization of likelihood is expressed by an equivalent minimization of cross-entropy. The AI&M iterations are continued until some termination condition applies. A suitable condition is that CE(P ct−1 , P θt ) − CE(P ct , P θt+1 ) is smaller than some threshold. It is straightforward to verify that AI&M iterations are score improving for the profile(sat)-likelihood:
This alone does not guarantee that the sequence θ t converges to a local maximum (or even a saddle-point) of LL sat . The only immediate conclusion we can draw is that the sequence of LL sat (θ t | U ) values will converge, and that a termination condition like the one mentioned above will eventually apply. An investigation of the exact convergence properties of the the AI&M procedure is outside the scope of this paper. However, it is conjectured that similar regularity conditions as needed to ensure convergence of the EM algorithm [14] will also guarantee convergence of AI&M to a stationary point of LL sat .
Rephrasing the maximization of L sat in terms of an optimization over data completions does not immediately mean a simplification of the problem, since the space C(U ) is just as intractable as the space Λ sat . However, the reduction of the problem to performing the AI step in the AI&M procedure (the M step typically being easy), provides opportunities for developing for specific types of models exact or approximate efficient implementations of the AI step.
In the following section we shall consider a quite simple approximate implementation of the AI step for parameter learning for Bayesian networks.
BAYESIAN NETWORKS
APPROXIMATE AI FOR BAYESIAN NETWORKS
Our approximate solution for the AI step is based on two main elements: first, we work only with 1-completions of the data; second, we conduct the search for optimal 1-completions in an iterative process in which a current candidate completion is modified by changing for one incomplete data case the value of one unobserved component. In order to mitigate the limitations imposed by the restriction to 1-completions, we initially replace the dataset U 1 , . . . , U N with a dataset U 1 , . . . , U zN , where each original data case is replaced by z copies of itself. A 1-completion of this new dataset then corresponds to a fractional completion of the old dataset, where the probability mass of an incomplete U i can be distributed in the form c(U i )(x) = l/z (l ∈ N, 1 ≤ l ≤ z) to at most z different states x ∈ U i . Higher values of z mean a more accurate implementation of the AI step, at a higher computational cost.
1 Input: Incomplete observations U 1 , . . . , U zN of variables V 1 , . . . , V k (z copies of N data cases). Previous completion c t−1 ; current parameters θ t . 2 c t,0 := c t−1 3 for j = 1, . . . , zN 4
Let
Let x (1) , . . . , x (l) be the set of 1-completions of U j that differ from x (0) in exactly one component 6 Let c (1) , . . . , c (l) be the 1-completions obtained from c t,j−1 by replacing
Set c t,j := arg min c∈{ct,j−1,c (1) ,...,c (l) } CE(P c , P θt ) 8 return c t := c t,zN Table 2 describes the approximate AI step in greater detail. The maximization in step 7 of the algorithm is a "local" computation: the value CE(P ct,j−1 , P θt ) is given at this point. The new candidate completions c (i) for c t,j differ from c t,j−1 for only the two states x (0) and x (i) , and the new CE-values can be computed by only re-computing the contributions of these two states to the CE-values. The algorithm guarantees that CE(P ct , P θt ) ≤ CE(P ct−1 , P θt ), and therefore (1) still holds under this approximate AI step.
The AI&M procedure with the approximate AI step has been implemented in Java, using the Hugin (www.hugin.com) system for all standard Bayesian network computations, including the EM computations referred to in section 4.4. All our experiments are based on given Bayesian network models for the underlying complete data. Four different models were used. Table 3 summarizes some of their features. Basic is the 2-node network consisting of the primary nodes A, B in Figure 1 . Asia and Alarm are the standard Bayesian network models of theses names, as distributed with the Hugin package. Alarm(R) is the Alarm network with all parameters in the conditional probability tables replaced by uniformly sampled random entries.
EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The experiments are based on samples of incomplete data generated as follows:
1 Choose parameters mp, N ∈ N, µ, σ ∈ [0, 1].
2 Let B be a Bayesian network with nodes V 1 , . . . , V k and parameters θ B .
3 Add to B binary nodes obsV i (i = 1, . . . , k).
4 For each i select randomly an integer k i between 0 and mp. Let Pa i be a set of k i nodes selected randomly and uniformly from V 1 , . . . , V k , obsV 1 , . . . , obsV i−1 . Connect Pa i ∪ {V i } as parents to obsV i .
5 For each parent configuration conf of obsV i set the conditional probability for P (obsV i = false | conf) to a value randomly sampled from the Beta distribution with mean µ and variance σ.
6 Sample N instantiations in the extended Bayesian network. Turn this sample into an incomplete sample for V 1 , . . . , V k by deleting the value for V i iff obsV i = false.
With the µ and σ parameters we can control two relevant aspects of the resulting coarsening model: µ is the expected percentage of missing values in large samples from the random coarsening mechanisms; σ controls, to some extent, how far from mar the generated data is: large values of σ mean that the cpt-rows of observation nodes contain mostly entries close to 0 and 1, which means a strong dependence on the parents, and thus a strong possibility for non-mar patterns. Setting σ = 0, on the other hand, means that the dependence on the observation nodes on the parents is spurious, and the data is actually mar. In our experiments we mostly use µ = 0.1 and σ = 0.05. It has turned out that for the smaller networks this setting already leads to quite a diversity in the obtained incomplete data distributions, with the percentage of missing values ranging from about 2% to 25%.
Given the network structure of B and a sample U 1 , . . . , U N generated by this procedure, it will be our goal to estimate the parameters θ B . We use two different measures for the quality of an estimateθ for θ B . First, we consider CE(P θB , Pθ). This is the statistically most pertinent measure, as it corresponds to the likelihood ofθ given a large dataset of complete cases sampled from P θB . However, CE(P θB , Pθ) can be somewhat problematic, because it will be infinite whenθ contains zero-components that are nonzero in θ B . In order to avoid this problem, we will always apply a parameter smoothing operation to an initially obtainedθ (specifically, we smooth the components ofθ by replacingθ i with (θ i k +1)/(k +m), where k is the number of data cases from which the cpt-row ofθ i was estimated, and m is the number of components in that row; this corresponds to adding a pseudo-count of one to each cell in each cpt). The same smoothing operation is applied to the results of all learning procedures we consider. In order to obtain a comparison that is not so strongly affected by how accurately small parameters are estimated, we also evaluatê θ by its mean squared error relative to θ B .
AI&M VS. CONSERVATIVE LEARNING
Our first experiments are aimed at finding whether optimizing L sat via AI&M leads to substantially different (and better) results than conservative inference. This would not be the case, for instance, if L sat had so many global maxima that any parameterθ obtained from some data completion lies close to a maximum of L sat .
For this experiment the Asia and Alarm networks were used. Eight (Asia), respectively five (Alarm) incomplete datasets of size 1000 were generated according to our general procedure (µ = 0.1, σ = 0.05). For each dataset, 10 different random completions were generated, and the (smoothed) estimates θ were then used as initial points for the AI&M procedure, which was run until convergence to some point θ aim i . For i = 1, . . . , 10 then CE(P θB , P θ cons i ) and CE(P θB , P θ aim i ) were computed.
A reduction of the CE-values when going from θ cons to θ aim indicates that the data allows identification of the true parameter θ beyond the conservative estimateΘ, and that the AI&M procedure is successful in finding more accurate estimates. Figure 2 shows the results obtained by plotting the CE(P θB , P θ cons i
)-values on the x-axis against the CE(P θB , P θ aim i )-values. The different datasets here are labeled by the percentage of missing values they contain. The results show that for all five datasets from the Alarm network, and for at least three datasets from the Asia network (labeled 7%,12.5%,6.8%) the AI&M procedure consistently leads to a substantially better estimate than the original starting point. For 4 out of the remaining 5 Asia datasets we still observe an improvement, but the quality of the final estimate θ aim i varies more widely. For one dataset (3.3%) the AI&M procedure actually leads to worse estimates. This could happen, for example, when most local maxima of L sat happen to lie far away from the true θ B .
AI&M VS. EM
Even though the data we are generating is not mar, one also needs to compare the results obtained by AI&M with The question here basically is whether EM, while based on wrong assumptions, may not be more successful in identifying the true parameter, because the profile(car)-likelihood it optimizes has fewer local maxima than the profile(sat)-likelihood, and because its implementation provides a more exact optimization procedure than the approximate implementation of AI&M. The results we will observe in these experiments clearly can depend very much on our chosen method for generating nonmar data. If the datasets we produce for some reason tend to be "almost mar", then EM can be expected to produce better results than AI&M. While our data generating procedure has been designed so as to produce data that clearly is not mar, it is also certainly the case that we are exploring only a relatively small part of the universe of possible coarsening mechanisms, and that experimental results might change significantly for other data generating strategies.
All our following experiments are conducted as follows: under the experiment specific setting of parameters 100 incomplete datasets (from 100 different coarsening models) are generated. For each dataset, first the EM estimate θ em i (i = 1, . . . , 100) is computed. The θ em i are then used as initial points for the AI&M procedure, which is run until convergence to some point θ aim i . The results are evaluated using the differences CE(P θB , P θ aim Table 4 : Results: AI&M vs. EM
We start with an experiment using data sampled from the Asia network with settings mp = 2, µ = 0.1, σ = 0.05 and the AI&M procedure run with z = 5. Figure 3 shows the results. The pattern we here observe is quite characteristic for most of the experiments: in most cases EM and AI&M produce estimates of very similar quality (indicating that AI&M did not venture very far from the EM starting point). Nevertheless, there appears to be a small but clear tendency for AI&M to produce better results. The overall evaluation is made more difficult by the existence of a few rather extreme outliers (which can be both in favor of EM or AI&M), which lead to a high variance in the results. Table 4 gives additional details on this experiment (in row labeled 'Base'), as well as several other experiments in which some experimental parameters were modified. The column 'Coarsening' gives the parameters of the incomplete data generator in the format mp : µ : σ. N is the sample size, and z the data-duplication parameter of the approximate AI step. The columns 'CE-diff' and 'MSEdiff' give the mean and standard deviation (always for 100 runs of the experiment) of our already described evaluation measure. 'CE-final' gives mean and standard deviation for CE(P θB , P θ aim i ), and 'Score' is CE(c t , P θt ) at termination of the AI&M procedure. Note that by Theorem 3.3 a zero score here means that θ t is a global maximum of L sat . This also implies that when the score values are close to zero, no significantly different results can be expected from an exact implementation of the AI step, since our approximate implementation is already successful in finding an estimate θ aim close to a global maximum of L sat .
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The results show that AI&M maintains in most experiments with the small networks its slight advantage over EM. EM gains an advantage when the σ parameter is reduced. However, even for mar-data (σ = 0) the difference is not very large. The case mp = 0 is not very easy to analyze. On the one hand, the data here is extremely non-mar (missingness for variable V i only depends on the value of V i ). On the other hand, this mechanism should also be particularly hard to identify by AI&M. It is not surprising, therefore, that both EM and AI&M showed the worst performance on this version of the Asia experiments.
The experiment with the Basic network differed from the other experiments in that for the generation of all 100 datasets the same coarsening model as described in Example 2.1 was used. The results here show that the AI&M procedure provides quite consistently accurate estimates of the true parameters. Furthermore, the CE-diff result is close to the theoretical value CE(P θB , P θ0 ) − CE(P θB , P θ1 ) = −0.014 (with θ 0 , θ 1 as in Example 3.1).
The experiment for the Alarm network shows that AI&M also works on large state spaces. Both EM and AI&M gave poorer results on Alarm(R), with EM gaining a considerable advantage. The problem for AI&M here seems to be that the true distribution is relatively evenly spread over the state space (whereas Alarm contains many near-zero entries, leading to a somewhat concentrated distribution). The approximate AI step, under the settings in this experiment, produces data completions that define a distribution concentrated on only 10000 states, which may bias the AI&M search to parameters with many zero entries.
The time complexity of the AI&M procedure shows similar characteristics as the EM procedure. For the Asia network with a sample of size 1000, the time for running AI&M was approximately 5.2 seconds, and scaled linearly in the sample size. As for EM, the crucial factor is the complexity of probabilistic inference in the Bayesian network, which AI&M must perform in order to compute the probabilities entering the CE-function.
We close this section by remarking that for Bayesian networks an alternative to AI&M exists in learning a Bayesian network B that extends the given complete data network B with observation nodes (cf. Figure 1) . The problem then is to learn the structure of the connections between primary and observation nodes, and the parameters of the model. We have also implemented this approach based on the Hugin implementation of the PC algorithm. For the smaller networks the results obtained with this method tended to be slightly inferior to AI&M. More seriously, however, the approach broke down for the Alarm network, because the junction tree for the augmented networks tended to contain large cliques, making inference, and hence EM-base parameter learning, extremely slow.
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have introduced the AI&M procedure for optimizing the profile(sat)-likelihood, which provides an approach to learning from incomplete data under no assumptions on the coarsening mechanism. Like EM, AI&M is a general algorithmic paradigm that can be instantiated over different types of probabilistic models. We have further proposed a particular instantiation of the AI&M procedure for learning parameters in Bayesian networks. Our results indicate that with AI&M one can obtain more accurate results than with EM when learning from non-mar data, especially in cases where our approximate implementation of the AI step does not introduce too large an error. That said, it must be born in mind that AI&M cannot overcome the fundamental problem that L sat may have many global maxima, and the true parameter θ may not be identifiable.
Ongoing work is directed at improving the quality of the AI step for Bayesian networks. In particular, one research goal is to find a method for performing the minimization in the AI step directly on the level of sufficient statistics for the subsequent M step (as usual in the E step of EM), rather than on the level of full data completions. A second topic of ongoing and future work is the use of AI&M as one core computational procedure in a likelihood ratio test for testing a "car and θ ∈ Θ" hypothesis (cf. Section 2).
